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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Purpose for Writing Civitdtem Dei 

Among the multitude of twentieth-century works for voices and orchesfra, no setting 

of Psalm 46 has been found. It was, therefore, my intention to write an original work 

based on Psalm 46 from the Book of Psalms, using a Latin text. Civitdtem Dei has been 

created in such a way that it may be performed by a medium-sized or professional choir 

with a large orchestra. 

The work is in three movements: 

I. Psalm 46:1-4, m. 1-211. (Title of the psalm as listed in Liber Psalmorum 

included as verse 1 to be simg by the narrator, who is also a tenor): 

For the choir-master. Of the sons of Core. 
According to 'The Virgins.'. 

n. Psalm 46:5-8, m. 212-335. 

III. Psalm 46:9-12, m. 336 - 424. 

The text is taken from Liber Psalmorum written by the Professors of the Pontifical 

Biblical Institute. The pitch material for this composition is derived from various types 

of scales which are closely related to the octatonic scales of symmetrical—half-step, 

whole-step constmction. The minimum number of choral voices necessary for 

performance is thirty-two: eight sopranos, eight altos, eight tenors and eight basses. 

Three soloists are needed: a tenor, a soprano and a bass. An orchestra of at least 42 

performers is required. The instrumentation is as follows: piccolo, 4 flutes, 1 English 

hom, 4 clarinets in Bb, 1 bass clarinet, 2 bassoons, 1 contrabassoon, 4 trumpets in Bb, 4 

horns in F, 2 tenor frombones, 1 bass trombone, 1 tuba, timpani, xylophone, vibraphone, 

tubular chimes, piano, harp, violins I and II, violas, violoncellos, contrabasses, and 

unpitched percussion: suspended cymbal, triangle, bass drum, snare drum, torn torn and 

mark tree. The voice ranges of the choms are as follows: 

Ex. 1.1 Voice Ranges of the Choms 

SE=2 

.s. 

^ 
'̂  ossia 

SOPRANO ALTO TENOR BASS 

The conductor's score is in C. 

The work is designed to be performed in a primarily academic setting, in a 

celebrative worship service, or on a festival occasion. As is discussed in Chapter II, "A 

Summary of the Text and Comparison with English Formats," the theme of the psalm is 

one of strong, confident faith in the providence of God, as well as an invitation to "Come, 

behold ye the works of God . . . " who is "exalted among the nations." 

The setting of this particularly meaningfiil psalm is of special importance to me, 

after having spent some thirty-five years as a Minister of Music in churches of various 

sizes. The words have given provocative encouragement to me through the years, and 
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they have also been helpfiil at three cmcial points during the time spent on the work—my 

own experience of two major illnesses, and the death of a loved one. Hopefiilly, the 

work may be as encouraging and inspiring to the listener as the words of the psalm have 

been to me. 



CHAPTER II 

A SUMMARY OF THE TEXT AND COMPARISON 

WITH ENGLISH FORMATS 

Summary of the Text 

The text of Psalm 46, ascribed as having been penned by the sons of Korah,' could 

be characterized as a hymn in praise of the presence of God.̂  Psalm 46 is typical of 

Hebrew poetry in that its foremost feature is not rhyme but parallelism. While there are 

several types of parallelism that can be found in Hebrew poetry, this particular psalm 

consists of synthetic parallelism in which the second line completes or fills out the 

thought of the first as found in verse eleven.^ 

a. Dominus exercituum nobiscum; 
Be still, and acknowledge me to be God, 

b. praesidium nobis est Deus Jacob, 
exalted among the nations, exalted on earth. 

The tone of the psalm is an exhortation to be overwhelmingly confident in the face 

of disaster,"* shown in verse three. 

Propterea non timemus, dum subvertitur terra, et 
monies cadimt in medium mare. 

Therefore we fear not, while the earth is 
overthrown and the mountains fall into the midst 
of the sea. 

The theme throughout is faith in the sovereign power and ultimate victory of God.^ 

The form is ideal for a musical settmg of three movements if verse one, the title 

verse, is considered as part of the introduction rather than part of the main body of the 

first sfrophe. Thus, there are three strophes, each encompassing three verses and refrain, 

and each verse containing two phrases. Sometimes the second phrase has two smaller 

phrases as in the first example above. 

The content of Strophe I exhibits the attitude of defiance: "Though the world is 

disturbed, the faithfiil need not be frightened, for God is its refiige."* 

Strophe II imparts the attitude of stability: "Jemsalem, the city of God, which had 

no river nearby as do many of the cities of the world, had the presence of God for its river 

and God as its help.'" Hence, the overall title of the work is Civitdtem Dei. 

Strophe III, which is a fiiture stance, delivers the attitude of an invitation to observe 

God's works and power: "Wars will cease. The peace of God wilj reign because God is 

the only hope."* Verse eleven in Strophe III has a climactic statement, which gives 

reason for praise and delivers a direct command from God Himself. 

Desistite, et agnoscite me Deum, excelsum in 
gentibus, excelsum in terra. 

Be still, and acknowledge me to be God, exalted 
among the nations, exalted on the earth. 

Psalm 46 inspired Martin Luther's "Ein' Feste Burg" ("A Mighty Fortress Is Our 
God"). It also reminds us of John Greenleaf Whittier's "Drop Thy Still Dews of 
Quietness."' 



Comparison of the Format of The Translation 
Found in Liber Psalmorum and that of 

Present-Day English Versions 

Unlike modem English versions, this psalm as found in Liber Psalmorum numbered 

the title verse as verse 1. 

Magisfro chori. Filiorum Core, Secimdum 
'Virgines . . . ' Canticimi. 

For the choir-master. Of the sons of Core. 
According to 'The Virgins.' A song. 

Also, the refrain usually appears only twice in most English versions. The exclusion 

of the title verse and the inclusion of the refrain within the first sfrophe as it appears in 

Liber Psalmorum, though unnumbered, gives each of the three sfrophes an equal number 

of four verses. The reader may find the complete Latin text of Civitdtem Dei in Appendix 

A. 

In Civitdtem Dei the English franslation appears at the bottom of each page of the 

score. 



Notes 

'Edward J. Young. An Introduction to the Old Testament (Grand Rapids, Michigan: 
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Company), 1960, 322-323. 

^Alton H. McEachem. Layman's Bible Book Commentary. Psalms (Nashville, 
Tennessee: Broadman Press, 1981), VIII, 70-71. 

^Young 307-308. 

^McEachem 70-71. 

^McEachem 70-71. 

^McEachem 70-71. 

^McEachem 70-71. 

^McEachem 70-71. 

'McEachem 70-71. 



CHAPTER 111 

THE MUSICAL MATERIALS 

Three composers have had a major influence upon the composer in the writing of 

Civitdtem Dei. Igor Stravinsky's Symphony of Psalms suggested a pattem for the overall 

horizontal framework of Civitdtem Dei. The latter is freely composed in Sfrophes I, II, 

and III, allowing the text to determine the macroform as well as the microform of the 

work, in addition to the instrumental color and texture of the music. As in Sfravinsky's 

Symphony of Psalms, the introduction of Civitdtem Dei contains melodic material stated 

by individual sections of the orchesfra interspersed at times v̂ dth frill orchesfral 

punctuations of chords. 

Ex. 3.1 Melody followed by Orchesfral 
Punctuation, m. 19-24 

s & 

i t e i ^^ 
liffij w 

As in Symphony of Psalms, ostinato pattems appear extensively in Civitdtem Dei. 

The basis for much of the design of the first and second movements is that of ostinati. 

(See Appendix B for examples of ostinato pattems used in Civitdtem Dei.) Whereas a 

fiigue appears as the second movement of Symphony of Psalms, in Civitdtem Dei a 

fiighetta appears in the third movement as microform h', m. 359 to 413. 

For many years the composer of Civitdtem Dei held in high esteem the ostinato 

passages of Gustav Hoist's The Planets—"W. Jupiter, the Bringer of Jollity." From the 

very first it caused great curiosity as to its constmction. A similar constmction may be 

seen in the second movement of Civitdtem Dei, but the musical pattem is planed 

downward to reflect the text in the seventh verse: 

Ex. 3.2 Hoist pattem in The Planets "IV. Jupiter, 
Bringer of Jollity" 

1 
( 

div. 

d 

f 

iv. ^ 
pfe^;^ umpre tlac 

ee nj re $t 20 

ealo 

••aio 

Ex. 3.3 Hoist-like Ostinato (11-10) in Civitdtem 

De/,m. 316-317 

(Text:Nations were in tumult, kingdoms tottered; 
He made His voice heard, the earth melted.) 



Particularly fascinating to this composer are recent works of composer John 

Adams—TTie Chairman Dances and especially his Phrygian Gates, the latter which is 

built primarily of ostinati and constmcted on mostly diatonic and pentatonic scales in 

which the change of only one or two notes brings forth a new pattem which alters in 

mood and intensity primarily by a shift in various modes and textures. A similar type of 

ostinato may be foimd at the beginning of the second movement of Civitdtem Dei, m. 

212. This ostinato intends to portray the river mentioned in the text. As the mood of the 

text intensifies, the harmonies of the ostinati become more dissonant and more complex 

in their constmction. 

Ex. 3.4 Ostinato Pairs Showing Increase in 
Complexity and Dissonance. 

a) Pair 1 begins at m. 212 

^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
,@my^j 

rrfyyT 
Text: The sfreams of the river make glad . . . 

b) Pair 2 begins at m. 252 

^ ii ^ji^^^s 
rrrPTT 

Text: God is in its midst: it shall not be moved . . . 
c) Pair 3 begins at m. 295 

Text: Nations were in tumult, kingdoms 
tottered... 

The Form 

As previously stated, the musical form of Civitdtem Dei has been determined by the 

form of the text. The work emerges in three movements, which may be performed with 

closure or in consecutive fashion. Each is considered a macroform possessing two or 

more microformal sections. Movement I begins with two infroductory subsections— a, 

m. 1-61, which has music without text, and b, m.62-90, where the title verse of Liber 

Psalmorum appears with the first ostinato, I-l. The subsection b is sung by the tenor 

soloist. After a and b there are three microforms- c, m. 90-145, d, m. 146-200, and e, 

the refrain, m. 201-211. These follow the format of the three main verses of Sfrophe I. 

Movement II contains only a pair of microforms. Microform/ m. 212-323, is 

through-composed and is begun by a mid-range ostinato (II-1) of all white keys in eighth-

note rhythms played by the harp, while the piano enters next, playing a sixteenth-note 

upper-range ostinato (II-2) in m. 220. The text of the second sfrophe begins in m. 216 

with a melody composed of quarter notes or at times notes of longer value. This is simg 

altemately by the soprano and bass soloists. As the text progresses to more active and 

tense statements, both the mid-range and the upper-range ostinati take on more complex 

rhythm and more dissonant characteristics imtil a musical climax is reached at m. 322. 

The refrain is heard again at m. 324-335, this time with more instruments added and 

imitation occurring in the brass section. 



Movement III contains three microforms-g, m. 336-358, a march, h, m. 359-313, a 

fiighetta, and the concluding e", m. 314-324, the refrain, which this time is scored for fiill 

orchestra and choms. 

The text of the third movement begins with the following words: 

Venite, videte opera Domini, quas egit stupenda in 
terra. 

Come, behold ye the works of God, what 
wondrous things he has done on the earth. 

With this invitation to celebrate, a march seemed appropriate. Written in common meter, 

the march is a twelve-tone serial constmction. Its row contains four sets, each with a 

minor second and some type of fourth, fifth or sixth. 

Ex. 3.5 Tone Row of the March, beginning at m. 336 

The idea for the refrain and its consonant harmonies of tertian constmction with a 

number of eleventh and thirteenth chords was developed while experimenting with one of 

the chords formulated in the original writing of the infroductory materials in m. 46-49. 

This chord. Example 3.5, a D minor seventh chord erected over a low E pedal note in the 

bass, was actually rather dissonant sounding as it originally appeared, but by continuing 

the upper members of the chord in various inversions, the idea for the refrain developed. 

The consonance (which incidentally happens by featuring the upper portions of the chord) 

of the refrain resolves the preceding dissonance deliberately created to match the turmoil 

or intensity of the text depicted at the end of each movement and is designed to give a 

calming effect to concur with the text. 

Dominus exercituum nobiscum; praesidium nobis 
est Deus Jacob. 

The Lord of hosts is with us; the God of Jacob is a 
sfronghold imto us. 

Ex. 3.6 Dissonant chord which appears in m. 50. 

Ex. 3.7 first tiiree bars of refrain, m. 201-203. 

Do- Mf-fUS «x- vr- c 1 - tu- «•,. 

i JLI .U i ^n J: 



One of the most satisfying moments for this composer occurred during the setting of 

the first phrase of the second verse of the first movement beginning with m. 90. 

Deus est nobis refiigium et robur; 

God is a refiige and a sfrength imto us. 

Here a background of whispering of the words is to be performed not only by the choms 

but also by most of the members of the orchesfra, while basses and tenors sing a chant

like melody in the foreground. It is of interest to note that this section, which has the 

word Deus repeated profiisely, is also entirely, by coincidence, in the tonality of D. 

Throughout most of the work, the notes of ostinati are usually assigned to the 

orchesfra and the voices are singing contrasting melodic material. However, in the d 

section of Movement I, m. 156-179, the voices become part of the ostinato as well. Also, 

a departure from fraditional textual setting occurs. Here each syllable of a word is taken 

up in stretto imitation by a different section of the choir and is held imtil the next word 

begins. 

Ex. 3.8 Vocal portion of ostinato 1-3 showing 
altemating vocal assignments of syllables 

(sovrn. iissr; 

^yj^spyp^^i^ 

Tonality. Scales, and Rows 

The melody that is employed in the a portion (m. 1-62) of the infroduction of 

Civitdtem Dei ensues gradually and in small motives at a time. As each motive unfolds, 

the primary center of D prevails but with various harmonic coloring and scale material. 

This melody also provides some germinal material which is developed during the course 

of all three movements. (See Appendix C for scales in Civitdtem Dei.) 

The first scale (SI), m. 1-15, is a seven-tone synthetic gapped scale. Here the 

melody, infroduced by tubular chimes, outlines the D major tonality with the tones D and 

A. The pitch C appears in m. 4, followed by F-sharp and G-sharp in m. 5, and an E in m. 

6, yielding a D-major chord with an added second and an augmented fourth. Once the 

first phrase has been intoned by the chimes, there follows in m. 11 a punctuated figure by 

the fiill orchesfra, which is first a D chord with added second and no third, followed by a 

D-major chord with a seventh and an augmented fourth. The chimes also outline another 

small portion of the melody which ends with a D-sharp. The trumpets reinforce the note 

enharmonically scored as an E-flat, giving the chord an added minor second. Then 

almost half of the orchesfra plays only an A, suggesting a dommant fimction. 

From this point there appear three other melodic statements-first, in m. 16-23, by 

the woodwinds followed by an orchesfral ptmctuation employing an eight-tone synthetic 

scale (S2); second, in m. 24-39, by both the woodwinds and strings with an orchesfral 

formation built on another seven-tone synthetic gapped scale (S3); and third, in m. 40-45, 

the final motive of the melody by woodwinds, strings, two frombones and xylophone. 



followed by a much shorter orchesfral punctuation which employs a ten-tone synthetic 

scale (S4). 

A transition occurs, in m. 46-55, which includes the expansion of the chordal idea 

mentioned previously that is used in each of the refrains. Here the brass plays an 

imitative fanfare-type figure, which is essentially a D-minor eleventh chord in various 

inversions while the bass frombone, tuba, violoncellos and contrabasses intone a 

repetitive pedal figure on low E. All of this is in a Dorian scale (S5), although the 

chordal movement is not modal. This transition ends with an A-seventh chord which has 

an added sixth but no third. The transition is followed by an orchesfral punctuation of 

two chords which form another seven-tone synthetic scale (S6). The first chord is written 

as a dominant seventh, or German sixth, chord but does not fimction as either. The 

second chord has a French sixth, or whole-tone, chord constmction, but because of the 

predominant D in the bass, it maintains the D tonality. 

The tonality gravitates a minor third to B in m. 63, as the 6 section begins and the 

title verse is sung by the tenor soloist. The third clarinet and the violas double the tenor's 

melody. Here the first ostinato (I-l) exhibited by the woodwinds, minus the flutes and 

the violoncellos and confrabasses, accompanies the solo in a ten-tone synthetic scale (S7). 

The harmonies are altemating chords with major and minor thirds, a minor seventh, an 

added sixth, an added second and a diminished fifth with B as the root of the 

constmction. The verse is ended with an orchesfral punctuation—first with repeated B-

minor chords and then repeated D-minor chords—followed by almost the same material 

mentioned above which appeared with the Dorian scale, this time numbered (S8). 

Another fanfare-type passage appears in m. 83-89 with imitation and rhythm like the 

one discussed above, m. 46-52. This time, however, instead of being built on only one 

chord, there are several harmonies which stress the octatonic symmetrical whole-step, 

half-step scale (S9). 

After the orchesfral punctuation, the c section, which contains the whispering 

previously mentioned, begins in m. 90 with the basses of the choms on the note D. The 

first part of this section has the tonal center of D and appears in another octatonic 

symmetrical whole-step, half-step scale (SIO). This part ends with an orchestral 

punctuation which uses a seven-tone synthetic gapped scale (SI 1), this time with 

arpeggios instead of repeated chords as in previous pimctuations. 

The second part of this section begins in m. 116 with an ostinato which altemates 

between major and duninished triads (1-2) built from a ten-tone synthetic scale (SI2), 

again on D. In m. 128 the same ostinato rises to the level of F; but the scale, because of 

the melodic material in the choms, expands to a twelve-tone chromatic scale (SI3). In 

the last three bars of this passage, the ostinato descends to the center of D. This part is 

again ended with an orchesfral punctuation. 

The fransition, which then occurs in m. 138, is founded upon a D center but consists 

of consecutive intervals beginning at the bottom of the chord and adding each member of 

a D-minor chord with both major and minor ninths and thirteenths. The scale upon which 

this is built is a nine-tone synthetic scale (SI4). 

The d section, m. 146-199, then occurs with an ostinato (1-3), which portrays an 

octatonic symmetrical half-step, whole-step scale (SI5) on B-flat. This is the above-

mentioned passage where, beginning in m. 159, the choir is actually part of the ostinato. 

10 



The d section ends with arpeggios spiraling downward to G, which is the center of a ten-

tone synthetic scale (SI6). 

The refrain, e, begins at m. 201 in G with its G-thirteenth and sometimes G-fifteenth 

chord constmction, ending in D with a D-major ninth chord. The refrain begins with a 

Mixolydian scale (SI7) and ends in the last four bars with a six-tone synthetic gapped 

scale (SI8). 

Movement II, m. 212, page 40, begins the/section with its first ostinato (II-1) in a D 

pentachord (SI9). A second ostinato (II-2) is paired with the first in m. 220 without 

changing the D center set up by the scale at the beginning of the movement. With the 

increase in intensity of the text, the pairs of ostinatos also change in complexity and 

harmony. The music moves through the following centers: D, F, A, E and D. These are 

not "keys" with fimctional chord movements controlled by root movements. A short 

transition with B-flat as its tonal center moves to the refrain (e*) with the same 

constmctions and tonalities as that of the first refrain. 

Movement III, m. 336, page 65, begins with the march (g), which has a twelve-tone 

serial row (S27), witii pitches in the following order: C, F, E, E-flat, B-flat, B-natural, D, 

G, G-flat, D-flat, A and A-flat. All of the twelve tones of the original row can be found 

in the form of triads played by the brass section in m. 340-346. The second statement of 

the original row can be found in the basses and tenors of the choms again in the form of 

triads. Beginning in m. 347, another statement of the original row can be fraced as a 

melody being sung by the sopranos, with the altos singing a parallel row in its transposed 

form at the perfect fifth. Tones four, five, and six of the parallel rows appear in the flutes. 

After this point the various forms of the row can be found in the voices of the choms. 

Frequently the notes sung by the choms are doubled by different instruments of the 

orchestra. Once the parallel melodies finish stating the row in its original form, the series 

continues in refrograde, beginning with tone number twelve and ending with nimiber one. 

Also, once the row is stated in the triads of the basses and tenors, it is stated in refrograde, 

fransposed at the minor second. Beginning with the anacmsis of m. 352, the inverted 

form of the original row appears in the bass voices of the choms. In triadic constmctions 

sung by sopranos, altos and tenors, the refrograde form of the row is stated, fransposed at 

the major second. This triadic section is followed again in the same voices with the 

original form fransposed at the major seventh. Subsequently, in short three-note figures, 

the refrograde inversion form of the row fransposed at the major third is simg—the first 

phrase by the tenors, the second by the altos, the third by the sopranos, and the fourth by 

the altos. The march is then concluded with the original row stated again in friads. 

The fiighetta (h) begins with accompaniment-like parallel fifths in m. 359. A 

subject, which is initiated by the altos, on D, in m. 362, is followed by a shorter 

coimtersubject, also on the level of D, which is sung by the tenors, m. 373. Also, a three-

note figure of two sixteenths and a note of longer value occurs intermittently. It is 

intended to portray flying sparks, spewed from the melting earth. This figure, which 

actually appears first in Movement II in m. 248 and 250, is heard throughout the fiighetta 

at various pitch levels and is varied intervallically in later occiurences. The beginning 

center is E-flat, and the scale used is a twelve-tone chromatic scale (S28). The tenors 

sing the subject on D in m. 365 before the coimtersubject is heard. At this point, 

however, the center moves to B-flat. Next, with a tonal center of D-flat, the sopranos and 
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altos begin the subject in m. 372 on A-flat, while the tenors and basses begin the 

coimtersubject in m. 373 on G. From m. 376 to m. 380, various contrapuntal material 

appears, which is derived from or related to both subjects plus the figure associated with 

sparks, in a center of E. The bass clarinet, bassoons and bass trombone then begin the 

subject in m. 380 on D again in the center of G, using an eleven-tone synthetic scale 

(S29), while the coimtersubject is heard in the homs in m. 381 on C. In m. 384 the 

trombones and altos have the countersubject on C, but the center here is F. The 

exposition is completed in m. 387. An episode begins in m. 387 with a whole-tone scale 

constmction (S31), which changes to a five-note gapped scale (S32) in m. 389. The end 

portion of the episode is begun in m. 390 in the center of E, using an eleven-tone 

synthetic scale (S33). A recurrence of the subject begins in m. 396 by the sopranos on B-

flat in the center of A-flat with a twelve-tone chromatic scale (S34). Finally, the altos 

sing the subject, once more, on D-flat. This passage is in the center of G-flat and is 

constmcted on a ten-tone synthetic scale (S35). The coda (m. 405-413), which exhibits a 

twelve-tone chromatic scale (S36), is centered on A-flat. 

The final refrain (e") begins in m. 414 using a G Mixolydian scale (S3 7). The fmal 

four bars are set in a Lydian scale (S3 8) on D and the conclude with a fmal D-eleventh 

chord-D, F-sharp, A, C-sharp, E, and G-sharp. 

Texture 

The a section of the introduction, m. 1-59, presents a fairly thin texture since it is 

primarily one melodic line. Orchesfral pimctuations are thick and heavy, utilizing most 

of the orchestra each time. Toward the end of the a section, m. 56-62, there is a slight 

thickening of texture. 

The b section, beginning in m. 63, thickens considerably with the accompanimental 

ostinato (I-l), which has four to five simultaneous confrapimtal lines, while the tenor 

soloist sings the title verse of the text. Once the solo is finished and the extended chordal 

passage in m. 77-83 occurs, though homophonic in nature, the texture becomes quite 

thick as all of the notes of each chord are played by most of the instmments in the 

orchesfra. The fanfare passage (also homophonic) in m. 83-90 is mostly thick but in a 

narrow tonal range. 

The texture of the first part of the c section, beginning in m. 90, while polyphonic in 

nature and slightly dark as well, is fairly thin with only three melodic lines taken first by 

the basses, tenors and bass instruments. This is the passage which has the whispering by 

sopranos, altos and most of the orchesfral members. 

The second part of the c section, beginning in m. 116, gradually becomes thicker 

since the piano and lower strings deliver the lower portion of the ostinato (1-2,) and the 

trumpets play the upper portion of the ostinato. Then the basses and tenors sing the 

following line of text: 

adjutorem in angustiis probavit se valde. 

He has greatiy shown himself a help in times of frouble. 

They begin in m. 121 in two parts and grow to three parts in m. 124. The musical 

elements are dark in character. The presence of God, mentioned in the text, is 

symbolized by the high-pitched harmonics being played by the upper strings. The 
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sopranos and altos then double what is sung by the basses and tenors, still in tertian 

stmcture. At the thickest texture of this section, the mid-range woodwinds are doubling 

the notes being sung by the choms. The transition passage starting in m. 138, an 

ascending fanfare by the brass section of the orchestra, is thick within a narrow tonal 

band. 

The d section of Movement I, m. 146-199, as has been stated, is an ostinato (1-3). It 

begins very thin and somewhat dark as strings, piano and vibraphone establish the rhythm 

with staccato and pizzicato marking one line of the ostinato. As each ostinato part is 

added gradually, the texture becomes thicker and brighter in character until m. 195 where 

there are nine different confrapimtal lines of the ostinato which bring the section to a 

climactic end. The text throughout this section speaks increasingly of turmoil, such as 

the earth being shaken, mountains falling, waters raging and foaming, and mountains 

shaking. 

The e section, m. 201-211, which is the refrain, though homophonic and thick in 

texture, would best be described as light in character because only the choms is involved. 

In Movement II, beginning with m. 212, the/section is another passage that 

commences with a thin texture but grows thicker as the intensity of the text increases. At 

the beginning of this passage, the text reads as follows: 

Fliiminis rivuli lastificant civitatem Dei, 

The streams of the river make glad the city of God. 

During the thickest and most complex portion of the music, the text states as follows: 

Fremuerunt gentes, commota sunt regna; intonuit 
voce sua, diffluxit terra: 

Nations were in tumult, kingdoms tottered; He 
made His voice heard, the earth melted. 

This time the refrain {e"), m. 324-335, is thicker in texture because of the addition of 

several of the orchesfral instruments. 

The g section, m. 336-358, which begins Movement III, is very thick and slightly 

confrapimtal. Though very dissonant, it is bright in character as the text issues the 

invitation to celebrate. 

The fiighetta (//), m. 359-413, porfraying the confrol God exerts over the turmoil his 

people face, is mostiy fransparent. Its dark and dissonant character is produced by the 

almost simultaneous use of all twelve tones. 

Finally, the e" section (the refrain), m. 414-424, is quite thick and bright in character 

as the fiill orchesfra joins in by doubling the lines of the choms. 

Rhythm and Meter 

The opening notes of Civitdtem Dei intone the first melody by the tubular chimes in 

slow half notes and in duple meter. This first section {a) of the infroduction continues 

with various motives of the melody in duple, triple and quadmple meters, employing 

sixteenth-notes, as well as eighths and eighth triplets. In addition, the first fanfare 

passage, which begins in m. 46, utilizes combinations of dotted quarters and eighths. The 
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orchestral punctuation each time is also in duple meter. 

In the title verse (b), m. 63-89, a tenor solo in triple meter and in mostly quarter- and 

half-notes, is imdergirded by the first ostinato (I-l), marked by its eighth-note pulse. An 

exception occurs (m. 66) in the tenor melody with a quarter-note quadmplet in a triple 

meter, matching the word "fi-li-o-mm." This section also contains some mild 

syncopation. Following the solo is the orchestral punctuation again, stated twice in duple 

meter with slight changes in rhythm. There follows a syncopated pattem of the 

previously mentioned expanded D minor seventh chord, with low E pedal note, 

succeeded by an A ninth chord without a third; this constmction appears twice in triple 

meter. This is followed by the second, more dissonant, fanfare spoken in combinations of 

quarter-, dotted eighth- and sixteenth-notes, again, with mild syncopation. In m. 89 an 

orchestral punctuation ends the fanfare abmptly; this time the final chord becomes the 

downbeat for the first measure of c, at thepiii mosso, m. 90 in quadmple meter. 

The first part of c, which is the previously mentioned passage whispered by the 

orchesfra members, begins with the basses of the choms singing the chant-like melody in 

whole notes in group style introducing the first word of the text, "Deus . . . " The basses 

and tenors progress in imitation, singing the word throughout the rest of the melody, 

which chiefly includes pattems of sixteenth- and dotted eighth-notes. The passage also 

ends with the melody moving upward in group style of whole notes. While the basses 

and tenors sing, the whispered passage is in pattems of sixteenth notes followed by eighth 

notes in m. 92-99. In m. 100 the whispering of these words occurs: 

Deus est nobis refiigium et robur; 

God is a refiige and a sfrength unto us: 

After an arpeggiated orchestral punctuation of three measures, the second part of c 

begins in duple meter with the second ostinato (1-2), which is generated by sixteenth 

notes in the bass in m. 116. The freble portion of the ostinato, with half notes entering on 

each 8th pulse, starts two measures late. In m. 121 the voice entry is in half notes and 

quarter notes delineating the following text: 

adjutorem in angustiis probavit se valde. 

he has greatly shown himself a help in times of 
frouble. 

A three-note cluster of high-pitched harmonics played by strings in fremolo, m. 122, is 

designed to symbolize the presence of God. In m. 136 the homs briefly preface another 

orchesfral punctuation by intoning the pitch. A, in eighth-, sixteenth- and thirty-second-

notes. This punctuation is followed by the upward effect of a pyramid with a brass 

fanfare of dotted eighths, sixteenths and sixteenth triplets in erratic fashion. 

The d section is the setting of the first statement of the psalmist's courage. 

Propterea non timemus. 

Therefore we fear not, 
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This begins as an ostinato in m. 148 in seven-eight meter with the piano, vibe and 

pizzicato strings playing eighth notes on the first and seventh beats of each measure. The 

four-plus-three division becomes clear in m. 159, as sopranos and altos begin singing the 

text on the third beats of each measure. Basses hold notes of fiill-measure value, 

beginning in m. 180. A hemiola effect occurs in m. 187 as the homs, beginning on the 

first beat of one measure, play their notes on altemating eighth pulses until two measures 

complete their pattem of seven notes. This pattem of altemating notes continues while 

the previously-set rhythm pattem of seven notes per measure is being executed by other 

instmments. A palindrome occurs in the flutes, m. 189, as they play three eighth notes, 

an eighth rest, and three more eighth notes in each measure. The ending of this passage 

(m. 197-198), in quadmple meter, has descending sixteenth-note arpeggios. The franquil 

refrain (e), m. 201-211, ends this first movement in slow dotted quarter-, eighth- and 

quarter-notes beginning in m. 201. The last four measures, which feature a very broad 

passage in quadmple meter, have whole notes and tied whole notes. 

As Movement II begins, m. 212, and the text alludes to the sfreams of the river. The 

animated seven-eight meter, the perpetual eighth-note ostinato of the harp confrasted by 

the constant but faster sixteenth-note ostinato of the piano, emulates the sound of water 

coursing through the land. With this background, a soprano begins her solo in tied halves 

and dotted quarters with the following words: 

Fliiminis rivuli lastificant civitatem Dei. 

The sfreams of the river make glad the city of 
God. 

As the psalmist reiterates God's presence and becomes more emphatic about God's 

providence (verse five), the lower ostinato of eighth notes switches to the brass section 

and the sixteenths of the piano change to a mixture of eighths and sixteenths intensely 

syncopated. The words are as follows: 

Deus est in medio ejus, non commovebitur; 

God is in its midst; it shall not be moved; 

For added emphasis, the various families of the orchesfra double either the voice parts or 

the ostinatos. As if having come over some sfrong rapids into a more franquil sfream 

(giving wind instruments and voices a rest), in modest fashion, only harp and pizzicato 

strings play the eighth-note ostinato, while the piano plays the regular sixteenth-note 

ostinato (m. 278). However, the increase in rhythmic momentum soon resumes in m. 282 

as most of the orchestra joins in again and the following words are sung: 

Auxiliabitur ei Deus primo diliiculo. 

God will come to its help at the break of day. 

In the midst of this statement, the music changes to triple meter, and the ostinatos halt 

with voices, woodwinds and bass instruments playing quarter- and half-notes at m. 288. 

Toward the end of the/section, starting in m. 295, several rhythmic motifs are 
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employed to effect the intense turmoil alluded to in verse seven. 

Fremuerunt gentes, commota sunt regna; intonuit 
voce sua, diffluxit terra: 

Nations were in tumult, kingdoms tottered; he 
made his voice heard, the earth melted: 

In addition to the dissonant upper ostinato in the xylophone and the chimes and the lower 

ostinato in the vibraphone, the strings play brief half-note tremolos echoed by the same 

pitches in the flute in the next measure; bass instmments mmble low tremolos in 

sixteenth notes to create the effect of quaking sounds; and the voices begin short imitative 

eighth- and quarter-note passages. To emulate high waves of molten lava and flames, m. 

302 features the flutes playing rising arppeggios of eighth- and sixteenth-notes followed 

by sixteenth triplets descending by semitones. The climax of/is reached after the Hoist

like ostinato of sixteenth notes enters and precipitates gradually with the bass drum and 

suspended cymbal playing fremolos, and they crescendo to the fortissimo in m. 322. 

The reassuring refrain (e^, m. 324, is again heard with no changes in rhythm. 

In Movement III, a martial, stately effect begins g, m. 336. The meter and rhythm 

are charted by the tom-tom pulsating on first and third beats of the quadmple meter. The 

atmosphere is charged with an intermittent pattem of eighth- and sixteenth-notes 

reverberated by the snare dmm. The tone row is erratically played and confrapuntally 

treated in various rhythmic combinations by voices and instruments in melodic and 

accompanimental figures. The effect intended is one of ultimate excitement in portraying 

the following statement: 

Venite, videte opera Domini, quae egit stupenda in 
terra. 

Come, Behold ye the works of God, what 
wondrous things he has done on the earth. 

The fiighetta (h), m. 359, in five-eight meter, is principally constituted of eighths 

and quarters with mild syncopation. The tumult mentioned in the text is porfrayed by the 

fiigal counterpoint and the "spark" figure, first heard (m. 359) as a pattem of two 

sixteenths followed by tied eighths. This figure is imitated and expanded in several forms 

throughout the fiighetta. Notable is the final phrase of this section designed to emphasize 

these words in the text: 

excelsum in gentibus, excelsum in terra, 

exalted among the nations, exalted on earth. 

At this point in m. 409, the fiill choms and most of the orchesfra perform, at a fortissimo 

level, the quarter- and eighth-note accented rhythm. 

Finally, the encouraging refrain (e"), (m. 414) is heard once more with no change in 

meter or rhythm. 
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Instmmentation 

It may be noted that with only few exceptions, the instrumentation and setting for 

the choms resemble that of Sfravinsky's Symphony of Psalms. Clarinets, instead of 

oboes, are employed. Civitdtem Dei does not use the piccolo trumpet. Stravinsky used 

only timpani and bass drum in his percussion section, whereas Civitdtem Dei also 

includes xylophone, vibraphone, tubular chimes, as well as snare dmm, triangle and mark 

free. Normally the piccolo and flute parts are played by one player; however, in 

Civitdtem Dei the piccolo part is to be performed by a separate player. The harp, while 

not employed in Movements I or III, maintains a very prominent place in II. The 

unusually large orchestral score reflects the magnificence of this psalm. 

Suggestions for Performance 

It is hoped that when the work is performed, the choms may be placed in such a way 

as to give a spatial effect to the c portion of Movement I. For example, before the 

beginning of the performance, each section of the choir could be placed in selected areas 

to provide an antiphonal effect during the whispering section (c) at m. 90. After the 

ending of the whispering section in m. 112, during the nine bars of music before the 

basses and tenors sing, and sixteen bars before the sopranos and altos begm, there could 

be a regrouping of the choir for the remainder of the performance which calls for no 

additional antiphonal effects. 
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CHAPTER IV 

THE SCORE OF CIVITATEM DEI 
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CHAPTER V 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 

To v^ite a large musical work utilizing enormous forces such as a ftill choms and 

large orchestra has been a dream of this composer since the early days of college when 

inspired by such composers as Houston Bright (my theory professor and choms director), 

who introduced many of his own phenomenal pieces of music; Randall Thompson, 

composer of the exhilarating Alleluia, Testament of Freedom and The House of the Lord, 

and later by Igor Stravinsky, creator of the forcefiil Firebird Suite and Rite of Spring. In 

the writing of Civitdtem Dei, this dream has been somewhat fiilfilled. Of course, tiie 

greatest moment comes when a composer hears his work being performed in its entirety. 

Perhaps the actual conclusion of this thesis will come to fiiiition when it is performed, 

hopefiilly in tiie fall of 1995. 

A tremendous amount of understanding of the inventive methods involved in 

composing, text-setting, and the orchesti-ation of a large work has been gained. It has 

come with an abundance of help from the master teacher. Dr. Mary Jeanne van 

Appledom. One of tiie major concepts in writing music, that of extending a minute idea 

in a variety of ways until it grows into sometiiing spectacular in size and scope, has come 

through her capable guidance. 

From a technical standpoint, there were some revealing things about the software 

being used. Although it is remarkable to be able to input musical ideas into a machine 

and have them emerge in a professional form, there is still a need for improvement in the 

process. The software Songwright 5.1 is quite simple to use and comes with an excellent 

graphics program for drawing symbols. Nevertheless, it has only the capability of 

indicating the instrumentation for eight staves at one time. In order to write for the full 

orchestra, at least 33 staves have to be produced on each score page. This required an 

immense amount of cutting and pasting. In addition, each time the music was edited, the 

entire process had to be repeated. Even though this was all very time-consuming, it is 

much less tiring to type on the computer keyboard or input with the synthesizer than to 

write the notes down by hand. More expensive software and hardware which can 

alleviate some of the difficult process is apparently available; but even with these, there 

are still problems to be solved. 

The employment of minimalism in tiie music of today, particularly ostinati, can be 

either extremely boring or thoroughly exciting, depending on tiie discretion of its 

implementation and the creative ways of managing it. Some of the music this cpmposer 

has heard which has extensive use of ostinati is of a boring nature because of its 

prolongation witiiout changes. At the same time, some ostinati are remarkably exciting 

when they are creatively varied in length, form and content. The writing of ostinati in 

Civitdtem Dei was done carefully v^th that in mind. 

Again, tiiis composer was greatly affected while setting tiiis particular text. To any 

writer, such barriers as time deadlines, intermptions, emotional stiess, financial support, 

job requirements, and family concerns, along with technical problems, tiredness, mental 

blocks, uncreative moments, and constant rejections by publishers, can often lead to 

qualms about finishing tiie work at hand. The text of the great Psalm 46, tiiough, has its 

way of penetrating tiie darkness of despair and encourages one who studies its words to 
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press on with courage and determination. 

In these days when forces of turmoil seem to tmly try one's faith and courage, a 

poem by Matthew Amold, 1822-1888, who captured tiie religious and credal doubts 

people had during the Victorian Age, seems appropriate. 

Contagion of Courage' 

From "Rugby Chapel" 

At your voice. 

Panic, despair, flee away. 

Ye move through the ranks, recall 

The stragglers, refresh the outwom. 

Praise, reinspire the brave! 

Order, courage, retum. 

Eyes rekindling, and prayers. 

Follow your steps as ye go. 

Ye fill up die gaps in our files, 

Strengthen the wavering line, 

'Stablish, continue our march. 

On, to the bound of the waste. 

On, to the city of God. 
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Notes 

'James Dalton Morrison, ed. Masterpieces of Religious Verse. (New York: Harper and 
Row, 1948), 1503. 
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APPENDIX A 
LATIN TEXT AND TRANSLATION 
(Numbering as it appears in Liber Psalmorum) 

Magistro chori. 

Filiorum Core. 

Secundum "Virgines..." 

Canticum. 

For the choir-master. 

Of the sons of Core. 

According to "The virgins." 

A song. 

2 Deus est nobis refiigium et robur; God is a refuge and a strength unto us; 

adjutorem in angustiis probavit se he has greatly shown himself a help in times of 

valde. trouble. 

3 Propterea non timemus. Therefore we fear not, 

dum subvertitur terra, while the earth is overthrown 

et montes cadunt in medium mare, and the mountains fall into the midst of the sea. 

4 Tumultuentur, asstuent aquas ejus. Let its waters rage and foam, 

concutiantur montes impetu ejus: let the mountains be shaken by its might: 

Refrain Domluus cxercituum nobiscum; TheLordofhostsis vsdthus; 

prassidium nobis est Deus Jacob, the God of Jacob is a stronghold unto us. II. 

5 Fluminis rivuli laetificant civitatem The sfreams of the river make glad the city of 
Dei, God, 

sanctissimum tabemaculum 
Altissimi. 

the holy tabemacle of the Most High. 

Deus est in medio ejus, God is in its midst: 

non commovebitur; it shall not be moved; 

auxiliabitur ei Deus primo diliiculo. God will come to its help at the break of day. 

8 

Refrain 

III. 

9 

Fremuerunt gentes, 

commota sunt regna; 

intonuit voce sua, 

diffluxit terra: 

Dominus exercituum nobiscum; 

praesidium nobis est Deus Jacob. 

Venite videte opera D6mini, 

quae egit stupenda in terra. 

10 Qui compescit bella usque ad 
finem terras. 

Nations were in tumult, 

kingdoms tottered; 

he made his voice heard, 

the earth melted: 

The Lord of hosts is with us; 

the God of Jacob is a stronghold unto us. 

Come, behold ye the works of God, 

what wondrous things he has done on the earth. 

Who makes wars to cease even unto the end of 
the earth. 

arcus 
conterit et confiingit hastas, he breaks tiie bows and sunders tiie spears, 

11 

12 
Refrain 

et scuta combiirit igni. 

Desistite, 

et agnoscite me Deum, 

excelsum in gentibus, 

excelsum in terra. 

Dominus exercituum nobiscum; 

praesidium nobis est Deus Jacob. 

and the shields he bums with fire. 

Be still, 

and acknowledge me to be God, 

exalted among the nations, 

exalted on earth. 

The Lord of hosts is with us; 

the God of Jacob is a sfronghold unto us. 
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APPENDIX B 
OSTINATO PATTERNS 

Ostinato I-l m. 63-72 

Ostinato 1-2 m. 116-136 (fransposed up a min. 3rd, m. 128-133) 

Ostinato 1-3 m. 146-196 

Ostinato II-1 m. 212-233 Ostinato II-2 m. 220-233 (togetiier) 

,r rrr&g^r,W4^-g^ 
pl?V^ 

Ostinato II-3 m. 234-249 Ostinato II-4 m. 246-251 (togetiier) 

Ostinato II-5 m. 252-277 Ostinato II-6 m. 265-277 (togetiier) 

A ^^m 
^ fTrrff 
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Ostinato 11-7 m. 278-282 Ostinato II-8 m. 280-286 (together) 

^k= ^i^^^ai 

Ostinato II-9 m. 295-300 Ostinato 11-10 m. 295-300 (togetiier) 

Ostinato II-l 1 m. 301-320 (11-10 & II-l 1 togetiier) 

^ « ^ ^ S 
WWW 

Ostinato 11-12 (Hoist-like) m. 311-320 (scale) 

All four pitches of the scale are played on each 
sixteenth-note pulse but each by a different instrument. 
Although each cluster is repeated, the effect is linear 
and polyphonic. 
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APPENDIX C 
SCALES 

SI m. 1-15 7-tone synthetic gapped 

> = ik> i" '' = 

S2m. 16-23 8-tone synthetic 

^ ^ ^ I F 

S3 m. 24-39 7-tone synthetic gapped 

i p V p ^ 

S4m. 40-45 10-tonesyntiietic 

u^^'-'i^ih''^ 

S5m. 46-54 Dorian 

S6 m. 55-56 7-tone synthetic 

# f . i^ <^ "= I F 

S7 m. 57-76 10-tone syntiietic 

j{o- " j t "" p ^ 

S8m. 77-83 Dorian 

3 ! = 1 

S9 m. 83-89 9-tone syntiietic 
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S10 m. 89-110 octatonic symmetrical (whole-step, half step) 

-o v.. ^ P ^ 

S11 m. 111-115 7-tone synthetic gapped 

t̂» ^ <F 
> = 

S12m.ll6-127 10-tone synthetic 

" j ^ * ° u 1^ i« *' 1̂> ° I"' 

S13 m. 128-138 12-tone chromatic 

" j t " «> < ^ 
» j ^ . o jt^ =g=|g= 

S14m. 138-144 9-tone syntiietic 

^ 3 ^ 

SI5 m. 145-196 octatonic symmetiical (half-step, whole step) 

" ^ ^ ^ " ^ 

S16 m. 197-200 10-tone syntiietic 

^ " ji^'z ij <=> ih 

^ ^ 

S17m. 201-207 Mixolydian 

S18 m. 208-211 6-tone syntiietic gapped 
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S19m. 212-233 pentachord 

o «= 

S20m. 234-249 Lydian 

3 ^ 

S21 m. 250-251 8-tone synthetic 

o V ih ^ 

S22 m. 252-270 Aeolian hexachord 

Z5»I 
o g ^ 

S23 m. 271 -276 10-tone syntiietic 

j ^ o ^ 
V pf 

S24 m. 278-294 12-tone chromatic 

i p '^ i' jt«> ^ ^ to V 

^ 
O V 

S25 m. 295-300 10-tone synthetic 

jto 1^^ 

S26 m. 301 -323 10-tone syntiietic 

S27 m. 336-358 12-tone serial row 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 n 12 

S28 m. 359-361 12-tone chromatic 

V I"* k' 
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S29 m. 380-383 11-tone synthetic 

i „ o livztp: Jlf l^ 
|)o [jo b o ^ 

S30 m. 384-389 12-tone chromatic 

4 » bo ho l>̂  l|̂ > "̂ "̂ - ^° ^° '"̂  ''̂  

S31 m. 387-389 whole-tone 

^^^ 
bo ^g: 

S32 m. 389-390 5 note gapped whole-tone 

i ti«> ' 1 ^ llo P**-

S33 m. 390-395 11 -tone syntiietic 

bo t|o b«= 
bo tjo ti^ t̂ tf O V 

S34 m. 396-399 12-tone chromatic 

i j I ll h ^ •' >" "̂ "̂  ̂ " I 

S35 m. 400-404 10-tone syntiietic 

S36 m. 405-413 12-tone chromatic 

[„, |N, b" ti"=;±^=^ 

S37m. 414-420 Mixolydian 

S38m. 421-424 Lydian 
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